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OPTOTEC PN REFERENCE PN DESCRIPTION

2503120 FOCUS-MICROTP-BASIC-GY Focus MICROTP  with 1 trays, for 12 splices standard shrinkable (Fiberterm) 
+ 2 blind gaskets, 2 feeder gaskets + 4 gaskets with 3 hole (or 6) - Grey version

2503121 FOCUS-MICROTP-BASIC-BY Focus MICROTP  with 1 trays, for 12 splices standard shrinkable (Fiberterm) 
+ 2 blind gaskets, 2 feeder gaskets + 4 gaskets with 3 hole (or 6) - Black version
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Positive fi bre management - 
respected min. bend radius

High reliability - IP68 and IK10

Latch closing system - friendly use - 
tool less - easy to install

Operating temperature -40°C up to 
+70°C

ROHS and ECO friendly

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

All fi bres G652 and G657 fi bre 
compatible

Termination closure for up to 12 subscribers 
12 splice (Fiberterm or Fiberclip)
12 adapters SC

SIZE ≤ 2liters

Main cable entry 4-16 mm - Drop cable 
sealing 4-6 mm

Standard confi guration Cables 
in/out – 2 feeders + 18 drops

APPLICATIONS

FTTP and FTTH networks

Aerial, pedestal, underground 
environment

In-line - Butt - Tap-off  confi guration

The fi ber optic closure FOCUS-μOTP is an hermetic product for 
splicing and termination developed by Optotec for underground 
applications (manholes, chambers ...), aerial network (pole, 
facade ...) and integrated applications (cabinet, pedestal ...).

The product can be installed either in-line and/or butt 
confi guration where easy access is crucial and rapid activation 
of customers is required.

The μOTP is part of Optotec compact closure family and can 
fully meet the technical and performance requirements in the 
distribution of FTTP networks.

All versions have a simple and practical fi ber management 
system that combines the functions of splicing, termination and 
integration of passive components. 
The product complies with EN-50411-2-10 - Fibre organisers 
and closures to be used in optical fi ber communication systems 
- Product specifi cations - Part 2-10: Sealed fi ber splice closures 
type 2, category G, for FTTH optical distribution networks.

The version of the FOCUS-μOTP allows the connection up to 12 
subscribers, a selective access during the re-opening, upgrading 
and maintenance without any interference on active circuits. 
The control on the fi ber routing is total with a minimum 
bending radius of 30mm in the whole system.


